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GRADUATION GRIEVANCES

The elimination of Rider’s yearbook The
Shadow led to strong student backlash. page 5

MARCHING FOR CHANGE

Students are fighting for reform of the country’s
gun laws. page 8

LET THE GAMES BEGIN

The baseball team began conference play with a
doubleheader against Iona. page 12
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A scramble for victory at annual egg hunt
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The annual Eggscellent Egg Hunt, hosted by 107.7 The Bronc, allowed students to celebrate the beginning of spring by hunting for prizes, petting farm animals — including Red the rooster — and eating
at food trucks along the Campus Mall. Among the Easter eggs was a $1,000 Visa gift card, which was won by freshman behavioral neuroscience major Sydney Jeffrey.

Turning Point gets ‘yes’ from SGA Domestic violence stats

A

By Gianluca D’Elia
NEW branch

of Turning Point USA
(TPUSA) that was initially denied club
recognition in December 2017 has
now been approved by the Student
Government Association (SGA).
The conservative group’s emergence
at Rider has led to a greater conversation
about protecting free speech at the university.
Originally, the group was denied official
club status because of SGA’s concerns about
TPUSA’s national reputation and right-wing
views, but SGA representatives changed their
minds this semester, and the group announced
its approval on social media on March 20.
Paul Campbell, a junior organizational
psychology major and SGA’s academic
affairs chair, said he is certain that TPUSA’s
presence on campus will make students more
well-rounded and able to develop informed
opinions.
“I think the club is going to open up a
discourse on this campus that should be had,”
Campbell said. “There are a lot of different
silos. People keep to themselves and hang
around people that want to have the same
conversations as them. A lot of students don’t
know how to disagree anymore, and they feel
personally attacked and can no longer have a
discussion. That is something I stand against,
so this organization might be able to change

that tide and show us how to do that again.”
In February, SGA President John Modica
mentioned that he was worried about the
national organization’s “Professor Watchlist.”
Rider TPUSA President Joshua Aminov
confirmed that his group has no intention of
participating in that initiative, which posts the
names of professors who “advocate radical
agendas,” according to its website.
Modica was also skeptical because of efforts
by TPUSA groups at other colleges to host
controversial speakers, like former Breitbart
editor Milo Yiannopoulos. But Modica later
agreed to help them go up for recognition
again, so long as an old SGA policy
prohibiting hate speech and inflammation
could be enforced.
Aminov said the club’s rejection last
semester came before he got to speak with
Modica one-on-one.
“John was worried the club would be
inflammatory,” he said. “People thought
it would be a bad club. We weren’t able to
present ourselves properly for that reason.”
“After I talked to John about what we’re
really about, he agreed to support us,” Aminov
added. “In general, we’ve been saying the
same thing. We’re about free speech and
promoting free market
SEE A VOICE
principles. We want
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up, but so is awareness
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By Jessica Hergert

VERY day in the United States, nearly 20 people per
minute – 10 million people every year – are physically
abused by an intimate partner, according to the National
Coalition Against Domestic Violence. College students find
themselves at an elevated risk, according to the Rape, Abuse and
Incest National Network (RAINN).
“College campuses can give you a sense of security – a
feeling that everyone knows each other and watches out for one
another,” suggests RAINN. “There are perpetrators who take
advantage of this feeling of safety and security to commit acts
of sexual [and domestic] violence.”
Even at Rider, domestic violence has taken shape within the
student community.
Rider’s statistics have shown a slightly consistent increase
in domestic violence offenses on the Lawrenceville campus,
including allegations, reported with two incidents in 2013, five
in 2014, three in 2015 and nine in 2016, the latest Clery Report
claims.
“It is probably not statistically significant to say there
is a trend up or a trend down [at Rider],” said university
spokeswoman Kristine Brown. “I don’t want to characterize this
in a way that makes it sound less significant, but it could just be
an anomaly of that year.”
Like all public and private
institutions that are involved in federal
SEE CAMPUS
student aid programs, Rider publishes
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Hallway mayhem

Making a mess is never the answer. On March 27 at
9:05 a.m., Public Safety was called to University House
for the report of an unusual incident. After arriving,
officers met with a facilities worker who said the
bushes in front of the building had been damaged.
He also found trash and broken glass in the hallways.
Public Safety is currently looking into the matter, but
there are no suspects at this time.

Dorm room squatter

Someone needs a new roommate. On March 28 at
12:15 p.m., Public Safety received a complaint from
a residence life staff member in Gee Hall regarding
a student resident. After arriving, officers met with
the staff member who reported that a male student
was residing in a room that was not his. The incident
was documented, and the matter is currently being
handled by residence life.

Sticky situation

A new use for glue. On March 30 at 12:15 p.m.,
Public Safety was called to the Maurer men’s locker
room for the report of a broken padlock. After arriving,
officers discovered an unknown person placed glue
on a locker padlock, preventing the male student who
reserved the locker from retrieving his items. Public
Safety cut the padlock off the locker and the student’s
items were returned to him. There are currently no
suspects.

— Information provided by Public Safety Capt. Jim Flatley

Campus officials speak out on violence, sexual abuse
Breaking down the changes in numbers from 2016’s campus crime report
Report.”
This document, referred to as the
Clery Report, defines and breaks down
campus crime while providing names,
numbers and websites that students
can contact or utilize in case they find
themselves in an unsafe situation.
According to loveisrespect.org, a
site dedicated to “engage, educate and
empower young people to prevent and
end abusive relationships,” 43 percent
of college women report experiencing
violent and abusive dating behaviors.
These behaviors can include
physical abuse, sexual abuse,
emotional/verbal abuse, financial
abuse, digital abuse or stalking, the
website reported.
As opposed to domestic violence,
dating violence is a category in which
almost no offenses were recorded,
except for one incident in 2014.
Public Safety Capt. Jim Flatley,
attributes the nearly nonexistent
numbers to inconsistent criteria of
dating violence.
“Under the State of New Jersey
law, there is no set definition for
dating violence,” Flatley said. “Dating
violence is included under domestic
violence, so our numbers were a bit
off.”
He added that in New Jersey,
roommate altercations fall under
domestic violence as well.
“When you go to other states, that
[law] is nowhere in there,” he stated.
Of the statistics, Flatley reported
most incidents involve victims coming
forward to disclose an incident.
Susan Stahley, the alcohol, drug and
sexual assault prevention and education
coordinator at Rider, stepped in to
say she has recently heard of more
“bystander interventions” where a
student will hear or see an incident and
report it.
Flatley stated that although domestic
violence disputes can range from
verbal to physical, Public Safety most
often sees the latter. However, there is
a “good mix” of incidents involving
roommates and incidents involving
intimate relationships, he said.
Touching upon the potentially
increasing trend in domestic violence
shown by the Clery Report data,
Stahley suggested that it is not that
more incidents are occurring, it is that
more victims are coming forward.

“There has been, I think, a
significant change in awareness in the
last few years about sexual assault,”
she said. “I think there have been some
changes in students wanting to make
their stories known, so I believe that
they are more willing to come forward
to say something and talk about what
happened.”
Brown echoed Stahley’s sentiment.
“We’ve done a lot of work over the
past three years to educate both men
and women about all the different safe
ways they can come forward to report
incidents on campus,” Brown said, also
touching upon movements such as the
#MeToo campaign. “I think in our
current environment in the world with
more of these types of situations being
reported, I would wonder if we actually
might even see more coming forward.”
Across Rider’s campus, education
and awareness seem to be the most
effective ways to reach students about
the issue of domestic violence and keep
the incident numbers down.
Yet it has been found that a majority
of college students in America are
not educated on the topic of domestic
violence or the warning signs of a
potentially dangerous relationship.
“College students are not equipped
to deal with dating abuse – 57 percent
say it is difficult to identify and 58
percent say they don’t know how to
help someone who’s experiencing it,”
according to loveisrespect.org.
A page titled “Is this Abuse?” on
this website lists common warning signs
of dating abuse including explosive
temper, possessiveness, isolation from
family and friends, checking email or
social media without permission, mood
swings and sexually forceful behavior.
Since January 2014, the
responsibility of teaching students
about tough topics like domestic abuse
has often fallen on Stahley’s shoulders.
She touched upon the numerous
resources – both confidential and nonconfidential – available to students at
Rider.
Confidential resources include the
Counseling Center, where students
can get “advice and therapy,” and the
Health Center.
“Non-confidential would be
any responsible employee – your
community assistants, all housing staff,
professors. If we are made aware of a
situation, we are mandated to report

Gianluca D’Elia/The Rider News

CONT’D FROM PAGE 1

Domestic violence incidents on campus increased, according to Rider’s 2016 crime report. Prevention
Education Coordinator Susan Stahley said this could mean more victims are coming forward.
it,” Stahley said, including herself as a
non-confidential source. “Students are
made aware of every resource that I
could possibly think of off-campus, all
the dating hotlines – text lines are the
new big thing – numbers you can call
for various things, as well as numbers
for Public Safety or places where you
can report.”
Stahley has been “running pretty
full-force on getting messages out
there” through specialized programs,
specific group presentations like
“Healthy Dating” for Greek Life
students, games such as the campusfavorite Condom Bingo and “serious
amounts of flyers.”
Similar to incidents of rape or
sexual assault, incidents involving
domestic violence are Title IX
violations and are handled by Public
Safety.
“When your case comes in, we take
your initial information and then we
send it to our Title IX compliance
officer, and special investigators are
assigned to follow up on that incident,”
said Flatley. “Depending on who the
respondent is, we would look to the
victim and say, ‘What accommodations
do you need in order to feel safe on
campus here?’”
“That could include housing, classes,
transportation, eating in Daly Dining
Hall – a number of areas are covered,”
he continued. “[Also,] we could consult
with the dean of students to see if
immediate measures need take place
such as an in-room suspension, which

tells the respondent you are not allowed
on campus until a hearing is held.”
Ultimately, the victim is given
control over where his or her case goes.
“We’re concerned about your wellbeing, physically and also mentally,”
Flatley said. “We do not force anyone
to report the crime. We leave it up to
the victim.”
Flatley also stressed that in the
event of an incident, a private room is
reserved in Public Safety for a group
called Womanspace – a nonprofit
organization in Mercer County that
specializes in a variety of services
for those impacted by domestic or
sexual violence. While Womanspace
intervenes with the victim, Public
Safety could contact the local
enforcement agency should the victim
choose to move forward with an official
investigation.
With Rider seeing the largest and
most diverse freshman class in fall
2017, students can be assured faculty
and staff are making strides to ensure
the university combats the national
domestic violence averages.
“Nationally, worldwide, the
movement is taking place,” Flatley said.
“People are feeling [they] can come
forward and feel safe doing that. That
is very important.”
If you or someone you know might be a victim
of domestic abuse, call 911 or contact Public
Safety’s emergency number: (609) 896-7777.
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the Stampede is coming!
The Summer Stampede
APRIL 10, 2018
(Rain date April 17)

Campus Mall
11:30 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
Come watch your friends saddle up on a hoppy horse and race down the
Campus Mall for a chance to win a scholarship for a Summer Session
class or other great prizes. Learn more at rider.edu/Summer Stampede.

SADDLE UP

www.rider.edu/summer

SUMMER
SESSIONS

summer@rider.edu • 609-896-5033

GET AHEAD. CATCH UP.
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By Shanna O’Mara
TRUTTING on

stage wearing a
short, black dress featuring a
triangular cutout on her chest,
Brooke Guinan gripped the
gold lasso at her right hip and fully
embodied her Wonder Woman
persona, her fiery spirit and the
pronoun “she.”
Guinan, this year’s keynote speaker
at the Gender and Sexuality Studies
36th colloquium on March 29, is the
first openly transgender firefighter
at the Fire Department of New York
(FDNY). She works at the FDNY
headquarters as the organization’s firstever LGBTQ Outreach Coordinator.
“The FDNY has been around for
over 150 years now, and it wasn’t until
I came out publicly in 2013” that the
department had an openly transgender
member, Guinan said, admitting it
was “shocking” to have been at the
center of widespread media praise and
scrutiny after her announcement.
“While I’m likely not the first trans
person that the FDNY has ever had,
I was the first person who was open
about my identity, and I got a lot of
attention for that,” she said. “I think
that says something about the world
we live in. I was on the front page of
the [New York] Daily News for nothing
more than just owning up to who I
am.”
Guinan, who said she struggled to fit
into the mold she was assigned at birth,
tried to find humor in every tough
situation.
“I was never really properly
gendered from the start,” she said.
“I did little league, baseball, soccer.
There were many opportunities for
me to be the proper boy that society
and everyone dreamed of me being.
At every opportunity, I turned it into
something it was not supposed to be,
whether it was singing and dancing
in the outfield while I got hit in the
head with the ball or caring more
about fabulous poses and the outfits
in sporting events than it was actually
about scoring goals.”

She shied away from labeling herself
throughout her adolescent years while
others took that initiative early on.
“The first time I actually heard the
word ‘gay,’ I was in fifth grade,” she
said. “We were sitting around right
before recess, and we were reading
the story of Ichabod Crane around
Halloween. The description of Ichabod
Crane was that he had this nose that
protruded very birdlike, and I guess
I found that humorous. I must have
giggled a little too femininely, and one
of the boys in my class turned around
and, with so much disdain in his voice,
said, ‘You’re so gay.’”
At such a young age, Guinan had
never heard of the term nor did she
know the negative connotations often
attached to it.
“I was like, ‘What does that mean?’
The teacher shut it down and said, ‘It
just means you’re happy. We’re moving
on.’ I was like, ‘Alright, but it doesn’t
sound happy to me,’” she recalled, the
same childlike laugh echoing through
the room.
As she got older, Guinan found her
niche performing on stages like the one
she owned during this presentation.
“I was able to get into community
theater and high school theater and
hang out with other freaks like me,”
she said.
After graduating from her Long
Island high school, Guinan chose
to stay close to home and attended
Wagner College. She began her
freshman year with a declared major
in musical theater but was not met
with the same acceptance. She began
taking courses in gender studies and
sociology, during which she said she
was “unlearning the history that I had
been taught.”
“We live in a world that has
heteronormative culture that defines
male and defines female but sort of
leaves out the things in between, so we
are left with this thing where we think
of reality as what we’re taught,” she
said.
She continued to struggle with her

Shanna O’Mara/The Rider News

Activist paves the way for LGBTQ firefighters

Brooke Guinan talks to students about her experiences in the Fire Department of New York.
identity and others’ perceptions of her.
“How do you connect with a world
that is not prepared to meet you where
you’re at?” she asked.
As a child, she had been treated like
a boy and then a gay man during her
adult years, but something still didn’t sit
right. She said she began denying the
masculinity expected of her, something
she never delivered anyway.
“I got to a point that I was so fed
up with failing at that maleness,” she
exhaled deeply. “I was so done trying
to fit into that box that I denied it
altogether. I identified as anything
other than male. If you’re not going to
provide me access to this thing which
you tell me I should be but never will
be, then f--k it.”
Embracing this new, self-rewarded
freedom, Guinan started to dress and
act however she deemed “authentic”
to her.
“At that time, I had short, spiky
hair,” she said. “I had a goatee or a
soul patch, but I also had what my
mother likes to call my street-walker
makeup and my nail polish and
sometimes a halter top, with or without
a shaved chest.”

She joined the FDNY in 2008,
following in her father’s footsteps, and
began her transition a few years later.
She filmed her documentary, “Woman
on Fire,” based on her experiences in
life and in the department. The film
was shown in the Sweigart Auditorium
the night before her speech.
Senior psychology major Ashley
Leeds said she admired Guinan’s
courage to come out in a community
where being transgender might not
have been embraced.
“Brooke is an inspiration to all
because she comes from a conservative
and Christian family, and she was
never exposed to transgender principles
before she was in college,” Leeds said.
“She is not only the minority as a
female firefighter, but she is also the
sole [openly] transgender firefighter
in New York City. She has assisted
in defying negative stereotypes that
merely men are meant to be in the
field by introducing diversity to other
firefighters.”

A voice for the right emerges through Turning Point club
students in something that they might consider boring, and make it interesting.”
Campbell, a member of Rider’s TPUSA chapter, said he was also skeptical
about the organization’s national reputation.
“I was completely concerned about that,” he said. “I believe that previously, we
[SGA] had the mechanisms to ensure hate speech and vitriol weren’t being utilized
across campus. The oversight just wasn’t there to make sure we’re covered and
that we’re protecting students from attack. Again, disagreement is not an attack.
Different ideas on how things should be done should not be limited because that’s
when you move away from collegiate dialogue.”
TPUSA members expressed concerns last month via Facebook about a recently
implemented SGA policy that they claim seeks to shut down conservative groups.
The bill states that a club’s recognition can come into question if the organization
is deemed to be “participating in, hosting or condoning activities that espouse
inflammatory, hateful or derogatory rhetoric or agendas.”
“The bill was just passed, and it was in an effort to fortify the already standing
rules that we had in place,” Campbell said. “I don’t think it necessarily affects
conservative clubs. It seems polarizing and sensational, but that’s not the actual
effect. We’re not the United States Congress, so we’re not going to have the same
level of issue. I can see why [TPUSA] would think that, but it would only affect
them if they try to bring somebody who is known for promoting hate speech, and
you’re going to utilize student funds to bring somebody to the university that would
cause some kind of discord.”
As for the group’s upcoming plans, Aminov said, “We want to have big speakers
next year. I’m not throwing any names yet because we don’t know who we could
get for sure. But we want a mix of speakers, people who can effectively express
importance of free speech or having a free market. It could be an economist, a
teacher, politicians — it could be anyone.”

Courtesy of Joshua Aminov

CONT’D FROM PAGE 1

Some students have said a new branch of Turning Point USA, which has given a voice to conservative
He added, “If I could talk to every student on campus, I’d tell them we want to
bring Rider together through non-partisanism. If we forget partisan politics, forget
the [Washington,] D.C., bickering, we can be more engaged and united, and we
can have fun while doing it.”
Students interested in learning more about TPUSA can reach out to the executive board at
ridertpusa@gmail.com
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FTER a report concerning the
absence of Rider’s yearbook The
Shadow, another announcement
has been made regarding the
amount of tickets students receive for
this year’s commencement ceremony,
generating conversation on social media
and on campus.
An email sent on March 27 from
Rider Commencement resulted in
students speaking out, mostly with
criticism.
According to the email, graduates
will be given eight tickets each and two
parking passes for this year’s ceremony.
“The number of tickets available
is based upon the number of degree
candidates and arena seating,” the
email read.
Trenton’s CURE Insurance Arena,
where commencement is taking place,
seats nearly 8,600 people, according to
its website.
Senior digital media major Emily
Row has started a petition titled “8
Tickets Doesn’t Fly with Class of
2018 (Also Yearbook??)” concerning
both issues, which has been circulating
Facebook in the last week.
“Last year, when the ceremony was
switched to this stadium, seniors were
able to request more tickets should
they need to accommodate a larger
family,” Row’s petition reads. “This
year, however, we have been robbed of
that option.”
As stated in the email from Rider
Commencement, students can request
eight additional tickets through a
survey, but “there is no guarantee all

‘‘

to me being able to graduate.”
Row said she had confronted
the Commencement Office on the
ceremony ticket allocation, and said
the response in an email stated to “ask
classmates who do not need all their
allotted tickets if you could have the
extras.”
Pasquini added that although some
students claim that last year’s graduates
received 18 tickets, the actual amount
was eight and any additional tickets
were the result of applying for them.
Although Pasquini is senior class
president, she had no say in how many
tickets each graduate would receive.
The number of commencement tickets
is decided by Bev Braddock, director
of auxiliary services, while the parking
passes are determined by the venue,
Pasquini added.
“Everyone is saying the arena is so
big. What we need to understand is that
it’s not a concert,” she said. “The arena
gets cut in half. No one’s going to be
sitting behind the screen. No one wants
to sit in the nosebleed sections.”
While Pasquini said she is only
using five of her eight tickets, she
understands why her fellow classmates
are upset.
“Not everyone is from New Jersey. If
you’re from North Carolina or Florida
and you told your family graduation is
May 11, you have to pick and choose
who can come,” she said. “I can see
why people can get frustrated with the
amount of tickets we do have. These
are calculated numbers. There are
more graduating seniors this year, I
believe, than last year, so you have to
put things into consideration.”

The Shadow, 2016

Fate of yearbook and commencement tickets
spark student discussion, resulting in petition

After the announcement of the discontinuation of the yearbook The Shadow and the number of tickets
graduates would receive for commencement, students responded with criticism on social media.
discontinued due to low student
involvement and a lack of an advisor
after university photographer Peter
Borg resigned from the position in
2017. Borg said he was considered a
“volunteer” and was not paid..
“Unsuccessful attempts were made
to locate another willing faculty or

I can see why people can get frustrated with the amount of [commencement] tickets we
do have. These are calculated numbers. There are more graduating seniors this year, I
believe, than last year, so you have to put things into consideration.”


requests can be granted.”
Senior public relations major
and senior class president Gabriella
Pasquini noted that there will be
another opportunity for students to get
more tickets.
Students can place their unneeded
commencement tickets in a bucket at
Senior Send-Off on April 26, and an
email will be sent to those who have
requested more, she said.
Those who have signed Row’s
petition raise concerns over the amount
of tickets, saying they come from
large families who have supported
them “financially, emotionally and
academically” during their time at
Rider.
“This is super important to
me because I’m a first generation
graduate,” senior business
administration major Sejada Irons
wrote on the petition site. “My family
from both sides wants to be there to
celebrate because they all contributed

Gabriella Pasquini, senior class president

Row’s petition also commented
on the announcement of the
discontinuation of the yearbook, The
Shadow. In past years, graduating
seniors would pay a $10 sitting fee for
senior portraits and would receive a
yearbook. This year, students still paid
$10, but will not get the yearbook.
“When the final decision was made,
the opinions of the student body were
not a factor,” Row said.
In a Facebook post responding to
The Rider News’ story about The
Shadow, junior public relations major
Christina Boniello voiced her concern
over the reasons for ending the annual
publication.
“It’s frustrating now to see
administration put in charge of
yearbook, somewhat blaming lack of
student involvement,” Boniello wrote.
“We were there. We were dedicated.
We were passionate. And they took that
from us.”
The yearbook was ultimately

staff advisor,” Vice President for
Student Affairs Leanna Fenneberg said.
“Faculty and staff advisors to student
organizations volunteer their time,
and it is difficult to recruit an advisor
for yearbook given the significant time
demands of this position.”
Not only did Row and Boniello
spend time designing a yearbook that
would no longer be distributed, they
also lost financial compensation.
As a yearbook staff member, Row
said, students received an $8,000
scholarship for the year, as well as
getting paid hourly minimum wage.
However, after corresponding with
Borg via email regarding “the future of
student involvement in the yearbook,”
she noticed the scholarship was gone.
Boniello recently wrote and
published an article on Rider’s chapter
of The Odyssey, expressing her
concerns and disappointment with the
fate of the yearbook.
The article, “Kill The Yearbook?

Dear Rider, How Dare You,”
describes the experiences Boniello
and Row endured toward the end
of the yearbook, stating that their
login information was taken away
temporarily.
“I got an email from our [yearbook
company, Herff Jones] representative
[Caren Demyen] saying all the layouts
had been updated and access was given
back to all staff members,” she wrote.
“That didn’t answer the question:
Why was it taken away to begin with?
I’m not sure we ever really got an
explanation.”
Boniello said that Borg contacted
her via email, stating that at that
point in the semester, the staff needed
to “change how things [were] being
done” and there wasn’t enough time to
customize layout.
Students have spoken out using the
petition to spread their messages about
commencement and The Shadow. As
of April 3, 148 people have signed.
“A part of me is upset for the people
who are upset,” Pasquini said. “I can
see it as something that students will
utilize after school to show their kids
and to have some legacy to take home
with them.” She also expressed her
interest in creating a “virtual yearbook”
for the class of 2018 to showcase their
year.
As far as the petition, however,
Pasquini said she “can’t take those
things personally.”
“I think initiatives like that are
helpful for a college campus,” she
added. “If you’re passionate about
something, there are people who are
going to help you get your voice heard
and make a statement on campus. I
think that what [Row] did was super
bold, and that’s awesome.”
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freshman is $1,000 richer
after 107.7 The Bronc’s third
annual Eggscellent Egg Hunt on
March 28.
Behavioral neuroscience major Sydney
Jeffrey was the lucky student to find the
single plastic egg containing the golden
ticket and top prize.
Over 10,000 colorful eggs filled with
candy and prizes were sprawled across
the Campus Mall.
Gathering around the square rope
enclosure on the grass, students waited
in anticipation and grabbed reusable
shopping bags from members of the
Student Government Association (SGA).
This was SGA’s first year involved
with the event, and SGA President John
Modica said the reason was because of
the previously large attendances.
“With the monumental success the egg
hunt has enjoyed, it was a no-brainer for
SGA to help support it this year,” Modica
said. “Our Campus Life Committee
sponsored the bags as a way to help
subsidize costs and show our support for
unique, exciting campus traditions.”
Preparing for an event of this
magnitude was not an easy task,
according to senior digital media major
and 107.7 The Bronc’s student producer
Matt St. Onge.
“There was a lot of work that went
into it. The entire 107.7 The Bronc staff,

as well as volunteers from different places
and the SGA, really came together to
help us out,” St. Onge said. “It really
shows what kind of meaning the radio
station has to this campus — that people
come out in such full force for an event
this big.”
Before the egg hunt began, St. Onge
took the microphone and read the rules,
enforcing a strict no-backpack allowance.
He joked with the crowd, teasing a hint,
only to reveal that the grand prize was, in
fact, in an egg.
Students lifted the rope and ran in
from all directions. They ducked and
dashed to grab every egg that they could
find; soon, all that remained was crushed
plastic shells.
Shouts of “free pancakes” by a
group of students looking at their tickets
resonated throughout the crowd, as the
radio station and curious onlookers were
searching for the grand prize winner.
Moments later, Jeffrey emerged from
the throng of people with the winning
yellow paper slip in her hand.
Students parted to let her go to the
prize table to verify her identification and
claim her $1,000.
For Jeffrey, her big earning was
unexpected.
“I was standing directly out front of
Ziegler, and I was really nervous,” she
said. “I just didn’t want to get mauled
because all the track kids were behind

me. They were like, ‘We’re going to
push you over,’ and I was like, ‘OK, no,
please.’ I just made a mad dash to the
center because I figured everyone would
go to the edges.”
Jeffrey’s strategy seemed to work. She
picked up as many eggs as she could find,
took the tickets out and put them in her
pocket.
“I realized I won after I stuffed all
the papers in my pocket; I started going
through them and actually reading
them,” she said. “I was like, ‘This one’s
yellow. I wonder what’s on it.’”
Jeffrey, who had a break between
classes, was inspired to do the egg hunt
by her friends, as well as from seeing the
posters all over campus.
In addition to the egg hunt, students
could pet chickens, goats, rabbits and
sheep, as well as play mini-golf and eat
from food trucks.
Reflecting on event, St. Onge said he
was satisfied with the outcome.
“I think it was a huge success. I’m
really happy we were able to bring the
entire student body together here once
again,” he said. “And $1,000 going to a
Rider freshman gives them the ability to
really get integrated into the campus and
something big to build momentum on
going into their college career.”

Samantha Brandbergh/ The Rider News

Look at all those chickens: Student c
O

At the third annual Eggscellent Egg Hunt on March 28

Colloquium generates conversation on ‘critical’ topics

H

By Samantha Brandbergh

gender roles in cartoons
influence children? How are
those on the lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender and queer
(LGBTQ+) spectrum represented in the
Latinx community?
Student research on these topics
and more were presented during the
Gender and Sexuality Studies (GSS)
colloquium on March 29.
What began as an outlet for students
to report on women’s issues has since
broadened its scope from 35 years ago,
with students presenting work on all
aspects of gender and sexuality.
One of the first panels of the day,
“Media Representations of Gender,”
explored how male and female
stereotypes are challenged in television,
film and advertising.
Senior psychology major Hanna
Rosenzweig presented her paper
entitled “‘Rugrats’ Challenges Gender
Norms.” It discussed three episodes of
the popular ’90s cartoon that tackled
social issues, such as Phil and Chuckie
wearing dresses and Angelica’s mother
balancing work and parenting.
Watching the show as a child,
Rosenzweig said she didn’t notice how
gender norms were being challenged
within the characters themselves.
Looking back, however, she realizes the
program was ahead of its time.
“Our society is changing now,
especially with how the family
[dynamic] and different gender roles
are being portrayed,” she said. “It
surprises me that they were doing that
back in the ’90s. Not a lot of shows are
challenging gender norms now. They’re
still portraying stereotypical roles.”
While some presentations focused on

Karen Martinez/ The Rider News

OW do

The 36th annual Gender and Sexuality Studies colloquium touched on topics of gender roles and what
it means to be masculine in advertising and Latin culture.
femininity, others honed in on how the
media, specifically advertising, portrays
what it means to be masculine.
Sophomore public relations major
Ethan Duer’s research centered around
how ads, especially those for the
cologne Old Spice, can influence the
public’s ideas on masculinity.
Known for its over-the-top and
humorous television commercials
portraying stereotypical masculine
men, such as actor and former National
Football League practice squad wide
receiver Isaiah Mustafa, Old Spice has
a “dangerous undertone,” Duer said.
“It creates this element of, ‘Are you
man enough?’” he said. “[Old Spice]
says, ‘Yeah, you may not be able to live
up to this [image], but if you decide
to use our product, you’ll be covered
under the umbrella idea that it doesn’t
matter what you do, as long as you
smell like this.’”
While many advertisements on
television and the internet can lead to
women’s self-confidence plummeting,
Duer argues that Old Spice ads have a

similar effect on men.
“It installs this idea in men’s heads
that this is the type of behavior that
women will accept,” he said.
In addition to panel discussions, the
GSS program presented Susan Stahley,
education coordinator for alcohol, drug
and sexual assault prevention, with
the Ziegler-Gee Award, which is given
to “the person who has significantly
contributed to end gender-based
discrimination.” Junior sociology major
Kelsey Marziale received the Virginia J.
Cyrus Scholarship Award, honoring the
late professor who created the event.
The final panel of the GSS
colloquium applied historical context
to gender and sexuality, specifically
with senior secondary education major
Kimberly Rodriguez’s presentation
“LGBTQ+ Erasure in the Latinx
Community.”
Rodriguez spoke on the idea of
“machismo,” or “macho behavior
or talk taught through actions and
speech,” citing “City of God,” a
collection of stories by Gil Cuadros.

“Communication only exists to
perpetuate machismo, and any other
use is worthy of punishment or exile,”
she said. “The lack of productive
communication in the community
affects all members, especially those
who are marginalized, specifically, the
Latinx LGBTQ+ community.”
Rodriguez’s presentation touched
on topics regarding the shunning of
those infected with AIDS as depicted in
Cuadros’ story “Unprotected,” and the
unwelcoming nature of Latinos to the
LGBTQ+ community.
“Conversation about HIV and AIDS
had to be negative, and if it was not
derogatory, it was not worth saying,”
she said.
Although she is not a member of the
LGBTQ+ community, Rodriguez is of
Latin descent and has witnessed ideals
surrounding machismo her whole life.
“That’s why I chose to talk about it,”
she said. “My first presentation [at the
colloquium], I talked about cat-calling
and how that relates to machismo.”
Throughout her life, Rodriguez said,
machismo has played a role in her and
her brother’s relationship with their
parents.
“My brother was allowed to learn
how to drive and I wasn’t, and he’s one
year older than me,” she said. “So, it’s
the little things that show he’s allowed
to live this life sooner.”
Erica Ryan, GSS program director,
said that the students “brought critical
issues to the forefront of the Rider
community as a whole.”
“It is always important to be
reminded of the ways sexuality and
gender operate in our society, and our
16 student panelists did that very well
last week,” she said.

The Rider News
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cracks the competition at egg hunt

8, presented by 107.7 The Bronc, students dashed across the Campus Mall in the hopes of winning the $1,000 grand prize. Freshman behavioral neuroscience major Sydney Jeffrey (above, center) celebrates after her win.
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March for Our Lives:
Students are taking
charge, making change

G

UN control rallies swept the
nation on March 24. While
the anchored march was in
Washington, D.C., millions
participated in March for Our Lives
in over 800 sibling cities throughout
the United States, including
sophomore arts administration major
Rachel Musumeci.
The march was part of a
movement, led by courageous
student survivors fighting to change
gun laws.
In wake of last month’s mass
school shooting in Parkland, Florida,
those who participated in the march
were in support of gun control
and the school-safety measures
that should be taken. It is meant to
prevent another lost life of a student
or teacher in a place that is meant
to be a safe space. Seventeen people
were killed and others were injured
in the horrific attack at Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School.
According to the charity EveryTown
for Gun Safety, there have been
306 school shootings in America
since 2013. This includes anytime
a firearm discharged a live round
into a school building or on campus
grounds.
Musumeci attended Stoneman
Douglas and graduated in 2016.
On the day of the shooting, a friend
texted her saying he was safe, which
is how she found out about the
horrific mass murder. Since then,
she said, everything has been a blur.
Parkland students created
Facebook groups to initiate
the campaigns that are now
internationally known as the Never
Again movement and March for
Our Lives. Musumeci was able to
see the nonprofit organization start
with just 100 members and expand
to a Facebook group followed by
nearly 300,000 people.
Students from the high school
organized the march in D.C., and
according to the official March for
Our Lives website, every sibling
march was an independent, studentled initiative.
Musumeci attended March for
Our Lives and was in awe when she
saw her former classmate, Emma
Gonzalez, and her good friend, Alex
Wind, speak in front of thousands
of people. She didn't realize how big
the movement was until she saw it
for herself. “Seeing the amount of
people there broke the bubble for
me,” she said.
Some argue that what the march
stands for may violate our Second
Amendment rights, but the initiative
is more about getting the proper
security to ensure harmful people
stay away from firearms.
Classic rock star and National
Rifle Association board member
Ted Nugent slammed the students
who created these movements
calling them “poor, mushy-brained

children” in an interview with a
radio program, “The Joe Pags
Show.” He called the student
activists “liars” and said, “They are
actually committing spiritual suicide
because everything they recommend
will cause more death and mayhem,
guaranteed.”
The March for Our Lives website
explains that the purpose of the
march was to demand an effective
bill be brought before Congress to
address gun issues. There is no other
political agenda for the movement
and it is strictly about addressing the
“rampant gun issues in this country.”
Speeches and colorful protest
posters that said, “Save students not
guns,” “Young, angry and ready for
change” and “Enough is enough,”
just to name a few, made an impact
across social media, by gaining a
virtual following of supporters who
couldn’t participate in their local
march.
Students taking the initiative as a
result of a mass shooting have begun
the biggest and most impactful gun
control movement thus far. Through
the other tragedies, many of us seem
to mourn and talk about change for
a couple of weeks after the horrific
occurrence, but this one is different.
Young people are taking the reins to
make sure something is done, and it
is truly inspiring to see how much of
a social impact this has made. The
crowd at Washington, D.C.’s march
alone was over 200,000 people,
according to CBS News.
Musumeci loved how the students
at the march integrated a variety of
people who have the same issues in
their communities and brought them
together. She said that starting April
2, Marjory Stoneman Douglas High
School initiated a clear backpack
rule. Now, every student's backpack
needs to be transparent and go
through a thorough search before
entering the building.
“It’s not even a school anymore,”
Musumeci said.
Change is being made, and what
the students experienced that day
is not a lie and it is not going to
encourage more mayhem. As the
march emphasizes, there needs to be
regulations to mandate who is able
to acquire any sort of firearm. It
encourages a change in the schools.
It encourages a change in gun
control. It encourages the movement
to make students, parents, teachers
and everyone feel safe again.

The weekly editorial expresses the
majority opinion of The Rider News.
This week’s editorial was written by the
opinion editor, Hayley Fahey.

Courtesy of Bethany Gartner

FROM THE EDITOR

Sophomore arts administration major and Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School graduate Rachel
Musumeci attended March for Our Lives in Washington, D.C., on March 24.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

WCC professor believes
Dell'Omo has failed

T

O the

editor:
Historically, stewards were
trusted servants who managed an
owner’s estate. Today’s nonprofit
universities have no owners. Instead they
have stakeholders — students, alumni,
employees and their communities. It’s to
these stakeholders university stewards are
morally obligated.
The stewards of New Jersey’s worldrenowned Westminster Choir College
(WCC) are Rider University President
Gregory Dell’Omo and the Board of
Trustees. Recently, they signed a nonbinding term sheet to sell Westminster
for $40 million. The buyer, Kaiwen

Education Technology, is a for-profit
corporation. For less than two years,
it has run two Beijing high schools.
Stakeholders are astonished Kaiwen has
no higher-education experience.
Is this good stewardship?
After Rider announced it would
“sell” WCC, stewards changed the
wording to “divest itself of Westminster.”
Stakeholders cringed at the euphemism
because “divest” means to deprive
someone of her rights, power or
possessions — literally to remove her
garments.
SEE
Throughout the
PROFESSOR
secretive process of
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GREEN CORNER

Eco trip opens eyes to a littered environment

L

AST weekend,

a team of Rider students traveled
alongside the Office of Sustainability’s Eco
Reps to John A. Roebling Park in Hamilton
to participate in the Abbott Marsh Cleanup.
Though this cleanup went beyond the limits of the
Lawrenceville campus, the lessons learned that day by
students can be applied anywhere.
Upon arrival, there was a noticeable amount of
garbage alongside the road. About 53 percent of
roadside litter can be attributed to passing motorists
and 23 percent to pedestrians, according to Keep
America Beautiful. These are intentional acts
that could easily be avoided. Not only is littering
unethical, it is against the law in most states — in
New Jersey, the first conviction is a fine up to $500,
and the punishments only get worse. The second
conviction within six months are fines up to $1,000
and approximately two months in jail.
The ugly truth behind this preventable crime
is as real as the fact that plastic will never fully
decompose. If you don’t carry out what you carry in
and you're caught, you will suffer the consequences.
Regardless of whether you are punished, the planet
will suffer.

The cleanup took place throughout the park and
included people from the surrounding communities
as well. Attendees split into smaller groups and
explored different areas around the lake. Volunteers
found a large amount of trash and plastic tucked
into nearly every corner of the park. A lot of the
disposable items found that day had clearly been
there for years, pointing to a less-than-surprising
trend. After all, according to the Environmental
Protection Agency, plastic litter has increased 165
percent since 1969.
This beautiful, sunny Saturday was tainted by
plastic bottles, old tires, TVs, small pieces of plastic
and bottle caps. The issue of pollution is right in our
backyard and in our hands to change.
By the end of the cleanup, there were nearly forty
full bags of collected trash. It is fantastic they were
able to collect that much, but very sobering to realize
it was all there in the first place.
Sophomore environmental science major Kristen
Castronuovo said her biggest takeaway from this
cleanup was seeing firsthand the “buildup of garbage
that accumulates in this area, the sheer amount of
garbage that we collected and the different types, like

a broken bicycle and abandoned hot tub.”
Sophomore biology major Katerina Tsekorous
said she was disgusted by “the way nature had to
adapt to the environment in order to avoid dying,
such as snails making homes in glass bottles and trees
growing roots through plastic bottles.”
Although participating in this cleanup may have
been a bit disheartening for some who saw the ways
we negatively impact our ecosystems, it inspired
others. It was clear after spending hours cleaning up
trash placed there by others that the most significant
change starts with you.
Buy reusable products like bags, bottles and mugs.
Limiting your waste means less will end up in the
wrong place. You don’t need to wait for an official
cleanup event to take place, you can help by picking
up litter from your own neighborhood, park, beach
or anywhere you enjoy spending time. Grab some
friends and make an event of your own out of it.
When it comes to littering, each and every individual
can make a difference.
— Melissa Willhouse
Lawrenceville Eco Rep

EDITOR'S CORNER

I

Lessons learned from living with an invisible illness
N 2014,

I was diagnosed with ulcerative colitis, a
chronic disease that causes inflammation in the
gastrointestinal system. Over the years, I have taken
countless pills, tried natural remedies, done selfinjections and received infusions treatments. Last year,
I underwent three surgeries which removed my large
intestine and reconstructed my digestive tract, leaving
me to wear a bag while my body healed.
Living with an invisible illness has changed my
life, and I’m sure many others reading can relate
somehow. Here are five lessons I have learned since
my diagnosis:
1. It’s OK to cry
I’m the type of person who internalizes issues and
prefers distraction over tears, but sometimes crying
is inevitable. I’ve quietly wept on hospital beds after
nurses left the room, in my car when I see a runner
enjoying the physical stress release I used to and alone
in bed when the pain keeps me awake. It’s normal.
I’m allowed to be sad and to have shameless, mascararunning, blubbering and struggling-to-breathe
moments of weakness.

2. It’s OK to laugh
I have found that it’s easier for me to make a
joke of the situation than it is for others to accept
my humor, but the mutual understanding of coping
through laughter strengthens over time. The first
time I told my father that I named my bag Oscar the
Pouch, his eyes brimmed with tears and he abruptly
left the room. A month later, he laughed with me when
I glued googly eyes onto the medical-grade fabric
hidden beneath my shirt.
3. Teach those who want to learn, and
respect those who don’t
Not everyone wants to hear about my latest flare-up
or see my jagged, purple scars. That’s understandable.
I hope those people have stopped reading by now.
But there are also those who are trekking through
this list, curious and eager to learn. I have to respect
both groups – careful not to divulge too much to some
while being totally transparent with others, all while
maintaining my level of comfort.
4. Pain promotes strength
I know myself better now, a few organs short but
with a newfound sense of self-confidence. Through

my physical and emotional pain, I have grown to be
a better person, one stronger than ever before. I have
handled more than I thought I’d have to by this age,
and I’m incredibly proud of myself and others who
have been through the same or much more. We all
have incredible fight within us that comes out when we
are most expected to fail.
5. Life goes on
Like many with invisible illnesses, I have learned to
accept giving up some control when it comes to how I
feel and live. I didn’t choose to develop ulcers or rack
up 72 sick days during my senior year of high school.
I didn’t happily offer my arms and legs to the surgeons
who strapped me down and marked my stomach for
incision locations. I didn’t smile in the mirror at the
steroid-swollen, water-retaining Michelin Man staring
back at me. I had little control over what my body
did to itself, and realizing that allowed me to embrace
every obstacle with an open mind and willingness to
grow. Life goes on with or without my intestine, and
the least I can do is choose to be happy. No colon, still
rollin’.
—Shanna O'Mara
Managing editor of The Rider News

Professsor questions stewardship of Rider administration
CONT’D FROM PAGE 8

finding a buyer — itself antithetical to the principles of higher education — WCC’s
stewards frequently relied on sexually exploitative language. The day he announced
the buyer’s name, Dell’Omo exclaimed, “This is such virgin territory,” speaking to
the Westminster community, “This is a seminal moment.” Faculty layoff notices
read, if “the transaction is not consummated, it may be necessary to transition to
closure.” Yes, “consummate,” meaning “to make a marriage complete by having
sexual intercourse,” a message delivered as the #MeToo movement saturated daily
headlines.
WCC — America’s first cultural ambassador to the Soviet Union, creator of
the term “minister of music,” the school whose students sang in Disney’s iconic
“Fantasia” — in the eyes of her stewards, appears as a virgin bride they have a right
to strip and sell.
Is this good stewardship?
Dell’Omo claims Kaiwen’s $40 million offer indicates it “has the resources to
invest in Westminster and is committed to its long-term viability.” Does willingness
to pay mean a buyer has the ability to be a good steward?
Dell’Omo states “Westminster isn't a major drain on Rider’s overall finances,”
though it can run deficits. Yet, with this transaction, Kaiwen expects to enhance the
prospects of its own for-profit business.
To Gerald Klein, professor emeritus of organizational behavior and management, Dell’Omo’s assessment doesn’t compute.
“When I analyzed Kaiwen's performance, I found the company lost $15 million
in 2016 and that it has an extraordinarily high debt-to-equity ratio — 37.50. While
this ratio will vary by industry, a ratio of .50 or .60 would be prudent for most

companies.”
According to Investopedia, the general consensus is that it should not be above 2.
“Kaiwen’s cash ratio is only .68,” Klein continued, “which means its current
liabilities significantly exceed the company’s ability to cover them with its cash or
cash equivalents, like bonds.” A cash ratio lower than 1 does indicate a company is
having financial difficulty. Klein added, “Based on my analysis of the data presented, Kaiwen is one precarious company.”
Is this good stewardship?
To compensate for Kaiwen’s inexperience, Dean of Westminster College of the
Arts Marshall Onofrio recommended the company hire two higher-ed consultants.
A Google search using the name of one — “Catherine Jarjisian” — produces first a
link, “A History of Sexual Harassment at UConn’s Music Department.”
The Rider News revealed Jarjisian allegedly concealed evidence warning of a
child molester in her former department. Jarjisian’s statement to The Rider News,
“At no time before or after was I accused of any wrongdoing” is directly contradicted on page 14 of the report of the special counsel appointed by the Connecticut
attorney general who investigated the matter.
Is any of this good stewardship? I think not.
To the contrary, WCC’s stewards — Dell’Omo and the Board of Trustees —
have failed their stakeholders, choosing instead to act as if they’re the owners of a
feudal estate to dispense with as they please.
— Joel Phillips
Professor of composition and music theory
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TR ACK AND FIELD

Broncs leap over competition for first place

B

OTH the men’s and women’s track and field teams
placed first in the five-way meet that was hosted
by Rider on March 31.
The men’s team combined for a total of
250 points, with the next closest opponent being St.
Joseph’s at 93.
“We had a really strong day today,” said Head
Coach Bob Hamer. “It was filled with many wins and
[personal records] by both teams. I was really pleased
with the effort, and it appears as though we are
progressing along from the indoor season.”
Junior Russell Malko had two first place finishes in
the 200- and 400-meter dashes, with times of 22.56
and 48.64 seconds. Freshman Marcquis Smallwood
won the 100 with an 11.12-second sprint.
Senior Anthony Ardino came home with gold in
the 800 with a time of 1:54.35. Senior Danniel Belay
placed second in the 1500 with a Intercollegiate
Association of Amateur Athletes of America (IC4A)qualifying 3:55.31.
Rider managed to sweep all the hurdle races,
placing first in the 110 and 400, as well as the 3000meter steeplechase. Senior Christin Patrick won the
110 with a run of 15.30. Not only did Patrick come
out on top in the hurdles, he also captured a first place
victory in the high jump with a height of 2.02 meters.
Patrick was named MAAC Men’s Field Performer of
the Week after the pair of first-place finishes.
For the 400, freshman Christian Wiedman
crossed the line first with a time of 56.13, and in the
steeplechase, senior Bradley Kaufmann did the same
with his run of 9:35.61.
Junior Michael Horn was able to secure a win in
the triple jump with a distance of 14.39 meters.
Rider truly shined in the throwing portion of
the meet. Freshman Adam Maid placed first in the
shot put with a throw of 15.55 meters. Junior Cody
Campbell won gold in discus with a 41.10-meter hurl.
Although the Broncs didn’t win the hammer throw,
they had four members place in the top five. For
javelin, freshman Stephen Chesonis came in first with
his throw of 54.24 meters.
The women’s team also had a stellar performance,
scoring 238 points. The St. Joseph’s women’s team
was the next closest, putting up 143 points.
Senior Sara Gardner had a strong 100-meter dash
with a time of 14.10, taking first place. Gardner was
awarded the MAAC Women’s Track Performer of the
Week, her second weekly honor of this season.

Peter G. Borg/ Rider University

By Ryan Connelly

Sophomore Lindsay Bauer won the long jump competition on March 31 with a leap of 5.69 meters.
“Sara is always a consistent, high-level performer
for the team,” said Hamer. “She is looking really
good right now, and if she can get the right weather
and the right competition, she will have a really big
breakthrough.”
Rider also won the 4x100 relay behind senior Lexie
Fraction, senior Cleopatra Morrison, senior Naomi
Clarke and sophomore Asia Young. Sophomore Peri
Pavicic placed first in the steeplechase with a time of
11:25.75.
The Broncs also had a spectacular performance in
the jumps portion, placing first in all events except the
pole vault. Sophomore Yohanny Rodriguez won the
high jump with a height of 1.65 meters and finished
second in the triple jump. Rodriguez was named
MAAC Women’s Field Performer of the Week with
a pair of top-two finishes at the meet. Both finishes

placed in the top 10 in Rider history.
“It’s always rewarding to see results putting in so
much work at practice,” said Rodriguez. “I know that
there is definitely more to come, and I can’t wait to
keep making my goal further and further.”
Sophomore Lindsay Bauer won the long jump with
a 5.69 meter leap, and junior Destiny Kearney won a
gold medal in the triple jump with a distance of 11.66
meters.
In throwing, Rider excelled again. Junior Ashley
Berry won discus with a throw of 39.58 meters, while
Karoline Sandvig continued to have a great senior
season by placing first in the hammer throw with a
hurl of 52.35 meters.
The next meet is set for April 5 to 7 at the Colonial
Relays in Williamsburg, Virginia.
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By Rob Rose
HE film

“On the Map,” which
will be shown on April 9 at
7 p.m. in the Bart Luedeke
Center Theater, tells the story
of the 1977 Maccabi Tel Aviv basketball team that won the European
Championship that year.
The College of Business
Administration, the Department of
Athletics, and the Department of
Communication, and Journalism
worked together to present this
entertaining and educational
production on campus.
“This film is an excellent example
of the role of sport in society
and what can be accomplished
by a group of athletes in very
difficult circumstances if they work
together,” said Ira Sprotzer, associate
professor and chair of the marketing
department.

The against-all-odds story of
the Maccabi team recounts how
it defeated several top European
clubs including Spain, Italy and the
Soviet Union. After defeating CSKA
Moscow – a team that had repeatedly
refused to compete against Israeli
players – Israeli-American basketball
hero and Trenton native, Tal Brody,
became part of the country’s history
when he said, “Israel is on the map,
not just in sport, but in everything.”
The story is told through the
perspective of six American
basketball players who joined the
Maccabi team.
The film features interviews with
Basketball Hall of Fame member Bill
Walton, former NBA Commissioner
David Stern, and Rider alumnus,
former Notre Dame head coach
and ESPN college basketball analyst
Digger Phelps, ’63.

onthemapfilm.com

Movie teaches lessons of sports, society

“On the Map” tells the story of the Maccabi Tel Aviv basketball team that won the European Championship in 1977.

SOFTBALL

Broncs finally out of slump
winning three of their last four

F

INALLY out of its early-season
slump, the softball team
won three of its last four
games, sweeping Lafayette
and splitting a series with MAAC
opponent, Quinnipiac.
On March 28, Rider took on
Lafayette for a doubleheader. In
the first game, the Broncs beat
the Leopards, 6-2. Rider started
the game off with a run in the
first inning after freshman pitcher
Elyse Cuttic’s RBI single brought
senior outfielder Toni Nino home.
The Broncs scored another run
in the second inning off a home
run from freshman shortstop Sam
Ward.
Rider was able to hold
Lafayette scoreless through four
innings. In the top of the fifth,
the Broncs tacked on another run
from Nino, who stole home on a
wild pitch. The Leopards showed
a little life in the bottom of the
inning, scoring two; however,
Rider still had a 3-2 advantage at
the end of the fifth. The Broncs
fired back in the top of the sixth
with two more runs and scored
one last time in the top of the
seventh, securing their victory.
In the second game, Rider
was victorious again, defeating
Lafayette, 7-4, in a five-inning
game. Junior utility Maddy
Chain singled up the middle to
bring Nino home and scored the
first run of the game. Freshman
catcher Keegan Zavodnik reached
on a throwing error allowing
junior outfielder Amanda Jordan
to score. The score was 2-0 with
the Broncs ahead after one inning.
In the second, Rider stepped it up
a notch, recording four more runs
off of another RBI from Chain
and Zavodnik.
Zavodnik, who was awarded
MAAC Rookie of the Week on
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By Ryan Connelly

Freshman catcher Keegan Zavodnik was awarded MAAC Rookie of the week.
March 27, said, “It feels nice to see
that my hardwork has paid off.”
The Broncs scored another run
in the top of the fourth, making
the score 7-0 halfway through the
inning. It wasn’t until the bottom
that the Leopards fought back,
recording four runs. Unfortunately
for Lafayette, they couldn’t
complete the comeback. This was
the Broncs second consecutive
win making it Rider’s longest win
streak this season.
On March 31, Rider had
another doubleheader, taking on
MAAC rival Quinnipiac. After
coming off a two game-win streak,
the Broncs had momentum.
However, it wasn’t enough to beat
Quinnipiac and they ultimately
lost 6-1.
Scoreless through the first,
Rider was able to hold off
Quinnipiac in the top of the
second to no runs. In the bottom
half, Rider took the lead with
Cuttic and scored on a fielding
error. After that, it was a pretty
slow game until the top of the
sixth inning, when the Bobcats

scored six runs. The Broncs were
not able to retaliate, losing their
first MAAC game of the season.
Later that day, the Broncs
took on the Bobcats for round
two. This time, Rider was not
messing around and demolished
Quinnipiac, 10-0, in only five
innings. Sophomore pitcher Emily
Oltman only allowed three hits
and four walks, while recording
zero earned runs and three
strikeouts.
The Broncs scored one run in
the first, five in the second and
four in the fourth. The leading
hitter in this game was Cuttic,
going 1-for-2 at the plate and
recording two runs and four RBI,
including a homerun.
Head Coach Davon Ortega
stated, “We haven’t done anything
differently [in the last week of
practice] but we took all the little
things that we need to improve on
and we worked a lot on our small
game.”
Rider hopes to keep this
momentum going on April 5 when
it hosts Coppin State at 2:30 p.m.
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Broncs break out bats in MAAC opener

Sophomore infielder Kyle Johnson went 2-for-3 at the plate with five RBI in the 9-3 victory over Iona on March 31. Johnson leads Rider in RBI and steals with 11 and five, respectively, and is second on the team in runs scored with 14.

T

By Rob Rose
HE baseball

team won its first game
in MAAC play behind big days at
the plate from two infielders and
a quality start on the mound. The
Broncs split a doubleheader with Iona
on March 31, winning game one, 9-3,
and losing the other, 12-0.
The first game of the series was
scheduled to begin on March 30 before
the doubleheader the following day,
but the matchup was postponed due to
weather.
Sophomore Pete Soporowski started
for Rider and entered the game with
a 1-2 record and an ERA of 4.61.
Soporowski was solid for the Broncs,
keeping the Gaels off the scoreboard
by getting timely outs and stranding
runners on base.
Soporowski got the win in game one
after pitching six scoreless innings with
five hits allowed and five strikeouts.
“Pete was really good for us,” said
Head Coach Barry Davis. “Pete has
been giving us good outings. He always
gives us a chance when he goes out
there.”
In the bottom of the third, with the
game tied at zero, freshman infielder
Jake Barbiere laid down a bunt to start
the inning. Senior infielder Jake Bender
followed with a double, and the Broncs
quickly had runners in scoring position.
Junior first baseman Riley Mihalik
was able to pull a ground ball to second
base for an RBI groundout, giving

Rider a 1-0 lead.
On deck was sophomore infielder
Kyle Johnson, whom Davis switched
from second base to shortstop prior
to the game. Junior infielder Richie
Tecco had been manning the shortstop
position for the first 20 games of this
season but after his 15 errors, a change
was made.
Johnson delivered a sacrifice fly
to center field, scoring Bender and
increasing the Broncs’ advantage to two
runs.
Two innings later, in the bottom
of the fifth, Rider added another two
runs from Mihalik and Johnson. Senior
outfielder Christian Estevez led off the
frame with a base hit, and Barbiere
followed with a single of his own.
After a fielder’s choice by Bender
forced Estevez out at third, Mihalik
stepped up to the plate. The powerhitting lefty smacked an RBI single to
center field, and Barbiere scored from
second.
Johnson delivered his own RBI
single to right field bringing in Bender
and giving the Broncs a 4-0 lead.
“We swung the bat consistently in
game one,” said Davis. “Their pitcher
is good. He throws strikes, and he beat
us last year in the MAAC Tournament.
We were able to put the bat on the ball
and find some holes.”
In the top of the seventh, junior
Jordan Silverman relieved Soporowski.
The sidearm-throwing left-hander

tossed three innings out of the bullpen,
earning a three-inning save despite the
large advantage for Rider. Silverman
allowed three runs, only one earned: a
solo home run.
Mihalik and Johnson weren’t done
yet. The pair was part of another
two-run inning in the bottom of the
seventh. Bender led off the frame with
a single before advancing to third on a
base hit by Mihalik.
Iona’s starter Joe DeRosa was then
pulled from the game. Johnson stepped
up with runners on the corners and
drove a pitch to center field for a
sacrifice fly, scoring Bender.
After a walk to cleanup hitter and
sophomore outfielder Joe Simone,
junior catcher Brennan McAllister
drove an RBI single to right field,
scoring Mihalik. Through seven
innings, the Broncs led, 6-2.
Senior outfielder Dallas Clark
entered the game for Estevez and
led off the bottom of the eighth with
a base hit. Mihalik reached on an
infield single, his third hit of the game.
Johnson smashed a double off the left
field wall, allowing Clark and Mihalik
to score.
“The biggest reason Johnson had
the day he had was, when he got up to
the plate he looked a lot more relaxed,”
said Simone. “He was focused on
getting the runner in and helping the
team win.”
Johnson finished the game 2-3 with

five RBI, and Mihalik went 3-5 with
two RBI and two runs scored. Simone
added on to the Broncs’ lead with
an RBI triple, scoring Johnson and
securing the victory for the Broncs.
The second half of the
doubleheader was a seven-inning
game. Getting the start for Rider was
junior Zack Gakeler. The left-hander
struggled out of the gate, allowing six
runs in the first two frames. The Gaels’
offense and pitching had dramatically
improved.
“In game two, they punched us in
the face right from the get-go, and we
didn’t punch back,” said Davis. “They
scored three runs with two outs. We
never answered.”
Iona’s Schuyler Bates was dominant
on the mound, throwing five and twothirds scoreless innings and allowing
only one hit. Schuyler entered the game
with an 0-5 record on the season.
The Broncs were outhit 15-1 by
the Gaels. The lone hit of the game
came on a single by senior outfielder
Harrison McClure in the bottom of the
sixth.
The final game of the series was
rescheduled for April 2 but was
canceled due to weather. Rider’s record
is now 6-16 overall, 1-1 in MAAC play.
The Broncs’ next game is April
4 against La Salle at 3:30 before
continuing conference play April 7
and 8 at Fairfield, last year’s MAAC
regular-season champion.

